Iridociliary epithelial cyst
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DESCRIPTION
A 26-year-old male patient presented for routine ocular evaluation; visual acuity was 20/20 in each eye with +0.75 dioptre sphere. Bilateral anterior segment examination showed a clear cornea and a normal central anterior chamber depth. In the right eye towards the periphery on temporal aspect, anterior surface of the iris showed irregular anterior elevation (figure 1A, red and yellow arrows) without any loss of its contour or endothelial touch. Lens was crystalline clear, and the pupil was reactive in absence of any posterior synechiae or anterior chamber cells; intraocular pressures were 16 and 14 mm Hg in right and left eye, respectively. Left eye anterior segment and retina in both the eyes were essentially within normal limits. Gonioscopy in both the eyes showed open angles without any identifiable pathology. Anterior segment optical coherence tomography (ASOCT) confirmed the anterior elevation of the iris at two sites (figure 1B, red and yellow arrows) which was able to delineate the full thickness of iris until the periphery without much information about the pathology beneath the posterior iris surface. To better understand the pathology behind the iris, ultrasound biomicroscopy (UBM) was performed, which revealed two well-defined cystic cavities (figure 1C, red and yellow arrows) with hyper echoic walls with a hypoechoic centre just beneath the posterior surface of the iris, continuous with the pigmented layer of iris anteriorly and resting on the anterior lens capsule posteriorly (yellow arrow). Based on these findings, a diagnosis of multiple iris cysts was made, and the patient was kept under observation.

Primary iris cysts are usually asymptomatic; there are two types: (1) iris pigment epithelial cyst and (2) iris stromal cysts. Iris pigment epithelial cysts are usually isolated lesions occurring on the anterior or posterior surface of the iris with stratified squamous pigment epithelial lining. In contrast, the stromal cysts arise from the deeper structures and usually present on the anterior surface of iris. The iris cysts can be post-traumatic (surgical or non-surgical trauma); these are all benign pathologies that may require intervention when causing significant visual deprivation or amblyopia. The anterior segment tumours such as melanoma, ciliary body medulloepithelioma/melanoma and ocular metastasis from systemic pathologies along the anterior segment structures need a careful evaluation to decide a management plan with optimal visual and systemic outcome. ASOCT basically works using the light rays, which limit the deeper penetration of the mass

Figure 1 (A) Slit lamp photography showing multiple anterior elevations of the iris (red and yellow arrows). (B) Anterior segment optical coherence tomography revealed anterior elevation of the full-thickness iris at two sites (red and yellow arrows). (C) Ultrasound biomicroscopy showed well-defined two separate cysts (red arrow) underneath the iris resting on the anterior lens capsule (yellow arrow) with internal echoes similar to aqueous humour.

Learning points
- Patients with anterior chamber irregularities need detailed anterior and posterior segment evaluation with appropriate imaging (ultrasound biomicroscopy is better than anterior segment optical coherence tomography) modalities to delineate the probable in its entirety.
- Iris pigment epithelial cysts are isolated cysts arising from the posterior pigment epithelium; these are benign pathology that usually needs observation and assurance.
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lesion and analysis of the same in its entirety like in this case. In contrast, UBM works by using the ultrasound waves, thus possessing better penetrating abilities. UBM possesses the superiority of delineating the mass lesion in all its borders, anterior and posterior surfaces and changes in the surrounding structures that make it as a preferred modality for the anterior segment tumours.2
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